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CoffeeScript, and Tidal - kurodahan ====== davidw I'd like to see something like an emacs editor that runs on the web, but
does not have any of the browser's "gotchas". That is, make it so it's just plain text and HTML, with emacs-style keybindings,
and make it so you don't have to have an emacs shell to run it. For example, with the browser's performance limitations, it is

pretty hard to do the sort of'smart' editing that is possible in emacs. Maybe we don't even need that? ------ imron Pipe dreams all
around here, but this is one of the reasons I'm slowly sinking my teeth into Clojure. The reason why Emacs Lisp is good is that it
is based on the character set of how we think. Clojure is based on the character set of how the Lisp machine was designed. What

I want to see are Emacs, Racket and Clojurists who are working together to create Emacs Lisp and Racket in ClojureScript.
dchest I did a first play with EImacs some time ago: [ fun.com/emacs/]( eslaught I don't mean to be a troll, but I'm a little

disappointed that there isn't already a JS version of Emacs. Vim seems to work fine as a browser-based program. ~~~ __david__
There are at least two things to keep in mind: 1\. The fact that vim runs fine is mostly due to the fact that it uses the mouse

exclusively to navigate. For a more "modern" IDE you need much more functionality. 2\. This f3e1b3768c
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